
Use questions to help your child remember what they know about transformations, especially ice and water, 
from previous sessions.

Then tell the story of ‘Father Frost’ provided on the following page. Use the red and blue circles to help your child 
focus on that part of the story – hold each one up whenever one or both are mentioned. 

At the appropriate moment in the story, put your ice cube on your cooler and on the heat source and make sure 
your child can see clearly. For example, using the ideas in the resources, lay the ice cube on the ice block. Then 
put it onto the hot or warm frying pan.

Make sure your child can verbalise what they see; the ice turns to water when it is exposed to a heat source. 
Repeating the phrase ‘ice turns to water’ several times as a chant or in a lyrical style may help to make it 
memorable.

At the end of the story, ask your child a few questions to make sure that they have understood the key points –
that water in it’s solid state, ice, turns to water when it is warm, and that water, in it’s liquid state, turns to ice 
when it’s freezing cold. 

To end the session, you could have your child fill an ice cube tray with the water from the heat source (for 
example, from the frying pan) and check on it the next day to see how it has frozen.

 The story of ‘Father Frost’ –
see the next page

 A red and a blue circle 

 A heat source – for 
example, put a frying pan 
heating up on your cooker

 A cooler – for example, an 
ice pack taken from the 
freezer just before this 
session

 An ice cube

 An ice cube tray (optional)

10–15 minutes

FATHER FROST

Your child knows that ice transforms into water when it is warmed. 
Your child knows that water transforms into ice when it is cold.

To understand transformations of the states of water (solid to liquid when it is 
warm, liquid to solid when it is freezing cold)
To understand seasonal change
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SAFETY NOTES

The activities described in this session are designed to provide a memorable learning experience and have all 
been carried out successfully with young children. However, you will need to minimise risks and comply with 
your own health and safety policies. 

 Always take care when using heating appliances of any kind. The heater must be stable and out of reach if it is 
hot enough to cause burns. Small hotplates work best but keep them out of reach of any children.



Once upon a time, there lived a young girl called Masha. She was a beautiful and hard-working girl who did everything round the house and also loved to 
dance. In the same village there lived Peter – a strong, kind young man.

Once, in wintertime, Masha went to the woods to gather pinecones. In those woods lived Father Frost. He had two magical devices – one for freezing and 
the other one for warming. The freezing device was marked with a blue circle. The heating device was marked with a red circle. When wintertime came, 
Father Frost used his freezing device on everything: whatever he touched with it immediately turned to ice. A sparrow – small, lively and warm – flew 
towards the freezing device and accidentally touched it. And the sparrow turned as cold and hard as ice! Father Frost saw it happen and said, ‘Silly little 
sparrow! Can't you see the blue circle on this device? The blue circle means this is a freezing device. A red circle means a heating device. If you wanted to 
get warm you should have flown to the heater!’ Father Frost took the poor little frozen sparrow and held it over the heater – the icy creature turned into a 
warm and happy bird again.

Meanwhile Masha was walking in the forest, gathering pinecones. She eventually grew very cold and very tired. She came across Father Frost’s house. He 
was most pleased to see her. ‘Come in, Masha! Be my guest! You look so tired. Why don’t you stay here and rest? I will go out into the woods and find more 
pinecones for you. Only be careful not to mix up my devices: if you want to warm yourself stand by the heater, the one with the red circle.’

With these words Father Frost went out to the woods. Masha was left all alone. After she had rested a while she decided to help Father Frost by tidying up, 
as she loved to do; she dusted everything and swept the floor. Unfortunately while she was tidying up, Masha accidentally brushed away the red and the 
blue circles. They fell on the floor, but she did not notice that.

When she had finished tidying Masha felt cold, so she decided to warm herself. But she touched the freezing device by mistake!

When Father Frost came back and saw Masha, he wanted to help her but did not know what to do. The magical devices were mixed up. If they had been 
marked with the correct circles he would have known which one was which. He would have said, ‘This is my freezer and this is my heater’. Then he could 
have put Masha near the heater to warm up. What was he to do now?

He decided to go to the village to ask Peter for help, who came as quickly as he could. When Peter saw Masha lying as cold as ice oh how he cried bitterly! 
Father Frost told him that it would be possible to warm Masha up and bring her back to life if only they could find out which magical device was the heater 
and which was the freezer. But they could not simply touch the magic devices to find out. If they did, they could burn or freeze to death.

Peter thought hard about it,  and then remembered a way! In his school, they once carried out an experiment and so he decided to repeat it: first he put a 
piece of ice on one device (put a piece of ice on your cooler) but nothing happened. Then he put the ice on the other device (put a piece of ice on your heat 
source) and Peter saw the ice turn into...? (wait for your child to offer the word ‘water’). Now Peter knew which device was which. He picked up the circles. 
He attached the red one to the heater and the blue one to the freezer. ‘Well, Father Frost’, he said, ‘I have now placed the circles in the correct places. Try 
not to mix them up again. But if you do accidentally mix up the devices again, you know how to find out which one is for freezing and which one is for 
heating.’

It was perfectly true! After this episode, Father Frost never forgot how to tell which device was which. And I hope you will now never forget either!

Peter took Masha by the hand and moved her closer to the heater – she soon turned from being icy and frozen hard into being warm and alive again! Masha 
and Peter then returned together to their village, and lived happily ever after.

FATHER FROST – Story
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Cut out each circle separately.
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